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Older Android devices support mass USB storage to transfer files back and forth using a computer. Modern Android devices use MTP or PTP protocols - you can choose which one you prefer. To select the USB connection protocol, open the Settings app, click Storage, click the menu button, and tap the USB connection. You'll also see a protocol that the
device uses as a notification when you connect to your computer via USB. Why modern Android devices don't support massive USB USB USB storage - also known as the USB mass storage class, USB MSC, or UMS - was the way in which older versions of Android put their storage on the computer. When you connect an Android device to your computer,
you'll have to specifically tap the Connect Storage button to your PC to make Android device storage available to your computer through massive USB storage. When you disconnect it from your computer, you'll have to press the TURN off USB storage button. Mass USB storage is a standard protocol used by flash drives, external hard drives, SD cards and
other USB storage devices. The drive makes itself completely accessible to the computer, just as if it were an internal drive. There were problems with how it worked. No matter which device gets access to storage, access is only required. When the store was connected to the computer, it was disconnected from the Android operating system running on the
device. Any files or apps stored on an SD card or USB store will not be available when connected to a computer. System files had to be stored somewhere; They will never be disconnected from the device, so you end up with Android devices containing separate/data sections for system storage and/sdcard sections for USB storage on the same internal
storage device. Android installed apps and its system files on /data, while user data was stored on the /sdcard section. Because of this hard split, you may end up with too little room for applications and too much room for data, or too much room for applications and too little room for data. You can't want these sections to take root - the manufacturer has
chosen the appropriate amount for each partition in the plant. ANSWER: Why do removable drives still use FAT32 instead of NTFS? Because the file system was supposed to be available from a Windows device, it had to be formatted with the FAT file system. Not only does Microsoft have the patents it has on FAT, FAT is also an older, slower file system
without a modern permit system. Android can now use the state-of-the-art ext4 file system for all its because they don't have to be directly readable by Windows. Connecting your Android phone or tablet to your computer as a standard USB storage device is handy, but there are too many drawbacks. The craziness had to stop, so modern Android devices to
use Usb connection protocols. MTP - MTP Media device means Media Transfer Protocol. When Android uses this protocol, it appears on the computer as a media device. The media transmission protocol has been widely promoted as a standardized protocol for transmitting audio files to digital music players using Windows Media Player and similar apps. It
was designed to allow other media player companies to compete with Apple's iPod and iTunes. This protocol works very different from mass USB storage. Instead of exposing the computer system to your Android Windows device, MTP works at the file level. The Android device does not provide Windows with all of its storage device. Instead, when you
connect the device to your computer, the computer asks for a device, and the device responds to a list of files and directories it offers. The computer can download the file - it will request a file from the device, and the device will send the file through the connection. If your computer wants to download a file, it sends the file to the device, and the device decides
to save it. When the file is deleted, the computer sends a signal to the device: Please delete the file and the device can delete it. Android can select the files it presents to you and hide system files so you can't see or change them. If you try to delete or edit a file that cannot be changed, the device will refuse the request and you will see an error message.
Your computer doesn't need exclusive access to your storage device, so there's no need to plug in, disable, or have separate sections for different types of data. Android can also use ext4 or any other file system it wants - Windows shouldn't understand the file system, only Android does. In practice, MTP functions in the same way as a massive USB
storage. For example, an MTP device appears in Windows Explorer, so you can view and transfer files. Linux also supports MTP devices through libmtp, which is usually among the popular Linux distributions on desktop computers. MTP devices should also be displayed on the Linux desktop file manager. Apple's Mac OS X is a hold - it doesn't include MTP
support at all. Apple's iPod, iPhone and iPad use their own synchronization protocol with iTunes, so why would they want to maintain a competing protocol? Google provides android file transfer apps for Mac OS X. This app is simply an MTP customer, so it will work to transfer files back and forth to the Mac. Google does not provide this app for another
operating system because they include MTP support. PTP - Digital camera PTP means image transmission. When Android uses this protocol, it appears on the computer as a digital camera. MTP is actually based on PTP, but adds more features, or extensions. PTP works similarly to MTP and used by digital cameras. Any program that supports photo
capture with a digital camera will support capturing photos from your Android phone when choosing PTP mode. PTP was designed to be a standard protocol for communicating with digital cameras. In this mode, the Android device will work with digital camera applications that support PTP, but not MTP. Apple's Mac OS X supports PTP, so you can use PTP
mode to transfer photos from your Android device to your Mac via a USB connection without any special software. If you have an older Android device, you may be forced to use massive USB storage. On a modern Android device, you have a choice between MTP and PTP - you should use MTP if you have software that only supports PTP. If your device
has a removable SD card, you can delete the SD card and insert it directly into the computer's SD card slot. The SD card will be available for your computer as a storage device, so you can access all the files on it, run the recovery file software, and do whatever you can to do with MTP. Image Credit: Vegetando on Flickr You've heard of Android phones, but
did you know you can install the entire Android operating system directly on your computer? Maybe you have an iPhone and want to test Android before you make a switch. You may be exploring Android development and need an app testing environment, or you want to set up your Android operating system without worrying about a brick Android phone.
Whatever the reason, the Android emulator is useful to have on your computer. With that in mind, here are the best Android emulators for Windows 10. What makes a good Android emulator for Windows 10? There are some fantastic Android emulators for Windows 10. Many of the best Android emulators are free, too. However, there are differences between
good and bad Android emulator. The most important feature for any Android emulator is stability. If your Android emulator stops, lags, freezes or not, it's time to find an alternative. Because there are many options, you don't have to suffer with an unstable Android emulator. Next, you should consider a list of Android emulator features. For example, some
Android emulators allow third-party controllers to simulate root features, or install third-party APKs. Others don't come with that kind of functionality. Reminder: Android emulators below are all functional and receive regular updates, but the performance of your Android emulator ultimately rests on your Windows 10 machine. Another thing to remember is that
some Android emulators offer more speed because they cut function. Keep this in mind when choosing an Android emulator. 1. NoxPlayer NoxPlayer is one of the Android emulators for Windows 10. Widely trusted, feature-full, extremely stable, NoxPlayer brings a lot to the table. It also has everything options that you need to treat NoxPlayer, like other
emulators. For example, you can specify the size of the NoxPlayer processor and RAM, which will mimic the hardware specifications of individual devices. Android modders should note that NoxPlayer also comes with pre-equipped root access. Just turn the root in the system settings and you can download your favorite modding and customization apps.
(Android setting is worth modding your device for!) Download: NoxPlayer for Windows (free) macOS (free) 2. BlueStacks BlueStacks is one of the most popular Android emulators for Windows 10, and it's easy to see why. From installation to user interface, BlueStacks is fast and easy to use. Install it on your desktop or laptop, and BlueStacks gives you the
full Android environment. Like NoxPlayer, BlueStacks targets Android mobile gamers more than developers. BlueStacks also has a bunch of built-in extras. For example, BlueStacks Affiliate allows you to create Android gaming content that can be monetized through the platform. Gamer or not, BlueStacks provides a stable and comprehensive Android
experience on your Windows 10 machine. Download: BlueStacks for Windows (free) 3. Andy Andy is doing his best by consistently providing one of the best overall Android emulator experiences around. Aside from packing in all the Android features you need to rival the smartphone experience, Andy also comes with a bunch of handy features for
developers and gamers. For example, you can use your smartphone as a remote control for Andy. You don't have a smartphone? Instead, you can use an Xbox or PlayStation controller. Another handy feature is integrating storage with your desktop, making testing and debugging a little easier while you're developing an Android app. In addition, you can
modify and customize hardware features such as RAM and processor usage through Andy's integrated virtual machine settings. Overall, Andy is a fast, stable Android emulator for Windows 10. Download: Andy for Windows (free) 4. Phoenix OS Longtime users of the Android emulator will probably be familiar with the Jide Remix OS Player. Remix OS Player
was an excellent Android emulator based on the popular LINUX Remix OS. Great, until Jide stopped supporting Remix OS Player, leaving a gap in the market. The gap wasn't there for long. While Phoenix OS has been developed at the same time as Remix since the last one's demise, Phoenix has been the impetus for the modified Android emulator
environment for Windows 10. We have a tutorial on how to install PHOENIX OS on Windows 10 system. In addition to reviewing Cannon and the tutorial, I strongly recommend installing Phoenix OS in a virtual machine, since that you want to replace the host Windows 10 operating system with Phoenix OS. Download: Phoenix OS for Windows (free) 5.
MEmu MEmu is another useful Android emulator for Windows 10, with easy installation and lots of features. One of the best features of MEmu is the display of the keyboard. You can tap the area on the screen with your mouse and then enter the key to control the game or app. MEmu also supports installing APK with one click, which means you can install
any APK present on your MEmu host machine. Better yet, you can run multiple instances of MEmu to test apps or otherwise. You can quickly install the app in several different instances, each using a different RAM configuration and processor to test the app's performance. In addition, MEmu supports Android games in 4K, so you can enjoy the maximum
resolution of your 4K monitor (if you have one, of course). Download: MEmu for Windows (free) 6. Genymotion Genymotion is different from other Android emulators on this list. While most others focus on games and performance, Genymotion is a clean development tool for Android. Genymotion is a fantastic and fast Android emulator that allows developers
to test their android app with different versions of Android. Genymotion works with VirtualBox, so you'll have to install it before you can use Genymotion. The main draw of Genymotion is not only that you can use it as an Android emulator. You can also customize Genymotion with Android Studio, the de facto Android development, to combat the notoriously
lag emulator it comes with. Tools, plug-ins and unrivalled support staff come all inclusive when you subscribe to Genymotion. If you're an Android developer, Genymotion is an investment you won't regret. Download: Genymotion for Windows (free trial, Indie subscription at $99/yr, Business from $299/yr) What is the best Android emulator for Windows 10?
Android is a fantastic platform--- you can even use Android to install Windows 10. Over time, Android development has become a complete offering, full of performance, social and management applications, as well as countless amazing gaming experiences on offer. You can use one of these emulators to run Android apps directly on your Windows 10
desktop. Whether you're a mobile gamer or a developer looking for a testing environment, one of these Android emulators will meet your requirements. Looking for fresh Android games? Here are some Android games that don't require the internet. How do I track my cell phone location using only my lost phone number? Trying to find or look after the baby?
This is can help. By Gavin Phillips (585 articles published) More from Gavin Phillips Phillips Phillips
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